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1: Adele of Moondragon - New Device Change  

OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it 

appears in March of 1987, via Ansteorra 

Argent, on a pale endorsed purpure, a crescent 

argent. 

Old Item: Erminois, on a pale endorsed azure, a 

crescent argent, to be retained as a badge. 
 

 

2: Anne Barrington - New Name  & New Device  

Quarterly argent and purpure, four seablatter in 

cross, points to center, whitin a bordure engrailed 

counterchanged. 

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

No major changes. 

Spelling most important. 

<Anne> Withycombe, E.G., The Oxford Dictionary of English Christian Names, Third Edition, 

Oxford University Press, 1977, pg. 25, Heading: Ann, Anna, Anne, Annette, Annie: "It occurs first 

in England about the beginning of the 13th C (1218 is the earliest record), but it was rare until the 

beginning of the 14th C, when it began to come into more general use, perhapse partly owing to the 

influence of Anne of Bohemia, queen of Richard II." 

<Barrington> Reany, P.H., Wilson, R.M., A Dictionary of English Surnames, Revised Edition, 

Oxford University Press, 1997, pg. 29, Heading: Barrington: "Fulk de Barenton 1198 FFEss; 

Geoffrey de Barrington' 1219 P (Do/So); Nicholas de Baryngton 1344 FFEss; John Barrington 

1642 PrD. The first example is probably from Barentin (Seine-Maritime), the later ones from 

Barrington (C, Gl, So). 

Lowndes, G. Alan, Ed., Transactions of the EssexArchaeoloRical Society, Vol. I. New Series. 

Colchester: Printed by W. Wiles, Trinity Street, 1878, "The History of the Barrington Family" (pp 

251-273), These Chigwell estates remained the property of the Barrington family to the time of 

Queen Elizabeth when they were sold by Sir Thomas Barrington. Morant states: "From the Feodary 

of the de Veres, Earls of Oxford, it is manifest that the following persons of the name of Barrington 

held the Manor of Chigwell under them George Barrington in 1263, William Barrington in 1270, 

Geoffrey Barrington in the reign of King Edward the First, Geoffrey Barrington in 1429, John 

Barrington in 1447, and Thomas Barrington in 1466, Margaret wife of Thomas Barrington that died 
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in 1479 held jointly with him the Manor of Little Chigwell, called Barrington's Manor, of Anne 

Duchess of Buckingham, as part of her hundred of Ongar by the service of doing suit at the Sheriffs 

court in that hundred, and a rent of six pence per annum." 

<Asterisk note: Submitter requests the name Anne Barrington, without "de" before Barrington. 

R&W gives the proper format, but only in a post-period reference. The Lowndes source makes 

reference to period names that don't use "de". 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#1  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=794/2012-02-03/11-28-43_Anne_name_0002.jpg 

#2  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=794/2012-02-03/11-28-45_Anne_name_0003.jpg 

#3  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=794/2012-02-03/11-28-47_Anne_name_0004.jpg 

#4  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=794/2012-02-03/11-28-48_Anne_name_0005.jpg 
 

 

3: Anne Barrington - New Badge  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, either 

registered or submitted. 

(Fieldless) Four seablatter in cross, points to 

center quarterly purpure and argent. 
 

 

4: Corwin von Xanten - New Device  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, either 

registered or submitted. 

Per pale dovetaled sable and gules, a Roman 

lighting bolt argent in bend sinister. 

 

5: Curwinus von Xanten - New Name  

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

No major changes. 

Spelling most important. 

<Curwinus>[Trevirensis]registered in Atlantia, April 2003> Benicoeur, Arval, Concerning the 
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Names Corwin, Korwyn and the Like: 1997 by Josh Mittleman known in the SCA as Arval 

Benicoeur.http://medievalscotland.org/problem/names/corwin.shtml 

<von> from the Eng.-German Dic. meaning from. http://dictionary.reverso.net/english-

german/from 

<Xanten> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xanten 
 

 

6: Eldwin Nightowl - Resub Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it 

appears in June of 1991, via Caid 

Argent, on a hurt an owl displayed argent 

grasping in it's talons a quill pen fesswise to 

sinister Or. 

<Asterisk note: Permission to conflict is attached.> 
 

 

7: Regina De Masquer - Resub Badge  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, either 

registered or submitted. 

(Fieldless)Three flowers St. John's Wort Or,six 

leaves vert. 

This submission is to be associated with Regina De Masquer 
 

 

8: Renée Du Valier - New Name  & New Device  

Per pale gules and azure, a sun in splendor Or 

and a base embattled argent. 

Sound (Surname: Due Vuhl Yae) most important. 

<Renée> is listed with a frequency count of 19 in 

"Later Period French Feminine Names" by 

Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sara Uckleman). The list of dates range from 1520 to 1617. 

(http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/french/latefrench.html) 
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In support of the use of the accent on <Renée> the submitter states the following, with additional 

supplementation of the sources by Jeanne Marie Noir Licorne in commentary: 

"The masculine version of the name <René>, is listed (with accent) in Names Found in 

Commercial Documents from Bordeaux, 1470-1520 by Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sara L. 

Friedmann) as well as the accented feminine name <Yzabé>." (http://wwww.s-

gabriel.org/names/cateline/norman16.html) 

<Du Valier> - From a 15th century French Notary Register (image attached) notes: "The 26 day of 

May 1487Jean de magny, Squire and <Robin Du Valier>, Bourgeois de Falaise, Treasure of the 

church of St Gervais at FalaiseLease in Fief at heritage to Guillaume le Conte of the Parish of 

Fourches 5 Vergees... ..Guillaume Boutigny....Thomas and Pierre Mallet...Master Denis Varin, 

Squire ...the said rent to be payed at the Saint Michel..." (accessed 

at: http://www.chazj.com/indent.htm) 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#1  
 

 

9: Rowena of Avalon - New Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it 

appears in August of 1999, via Artemisia 

(Fieldless) Three hawk's bells conjoined in pall 

inverted sable. 
 

 

10: Shan Shu Li - Resub Name  & New Device  

Please consider the following possible conflicts 

identified by OSCAR (many will not be conflicts): 

Sean MacKelly(12/1990), Suzanna Jewell 

(2/1989) 

Argent, a lily blossom azure within a bordure 

sable 

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

No major changes. 

all transcriptions use Wade-Giles 
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<Shan> - Chinese Surname. Wikipedia ( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shan_(surname) ) says of this 

name, "Although the surname comes from the place name, the Shan family was a branch of the 

royal family of the Zhou Dynasty. Its ancient origin determines its rareness and not many people 

have the Shan surname." 

<Shu> - element used in Chinese Feminine Names (either ming or tzu, which are used in given 

name positions) 

<Li> - element used in Chinese Feminine Names (either ming or tzu, which are used in given name 

positions) 

<Shu> and <Li> are found in: "Period Chinese Names: Historical Feminine Names with Their 

Native Characters" by Yin Mei Li located 

athttp://www.ida.net/users/valerie_lee/Octofoil/ChineseNames/ChineseFemHistorical1.html in the 

names: <Hsiao1> <Shu4> <Shu4 Tuan1>, <Shu4 Cheng1>, <Li3 Ch'ou2>, <Li4 Chuan1>, <Li4 

Hua2>, <Lu4 Chu1> 

A discussion supporting combining elements as a woman's given name in Chinese is found 

at http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi?2342+0 <Shu Li> seems to follow this 

type of construction. 
 

11: Simona della Luna - New Name  

Please consider the following possible conflicts identified by OSCAR (many will not be conflicts): 

Shantala Amman(4/2005) 

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

<Simona> - Italian Feminine Given Name dated to 1427 in "Feminine Given Names from the 

Online Catasto of Florence of 1427" at http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/arval/catasto/ 

<della Luna> - Surname <DELLALUNA> is dated to 1427 in the Catasto of Florence (which 

uppercases everything and removes spaces) 

athttp://www.stg.brown.edu/projects/catasto/newsearch/family_names.html 
 

 

12: Wolfram Gottfried von Norden - New Name  

& New Device  

Per bend embowed counter-embowed sable and 

gules, a lymphad under sail and a laver-pot 

argent. 
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Submitter desires a masculine name. 

<Wolfram> - http://www.dr-bernhard-peter.de/Heraldik/rechen.htm  

Besondere Motive: Der Frankische Rechen 

English Translation: "Both symbols, the flag and Ranconian rake, are connected to the first prince-

bishop in whose context the "Franconian rake" meets us, is <Wolfram von Grumbach> (died 1333), 

inseparably with Franconia and with Wurzburg's prince-bishops." 

Also from "Medieval German Given Names from Silesia" 

at http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/bahlow_v.htm sn <Wölfel> 3: 1324, 1356, 1395 (notes as a 

pet form of <Wolfhard, Wolfram> 

<Gottfried> - used as a patronymic from "Late Period German Masculine Given Names" 

at http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/germmasc.html gives <Gottfried> as a name from 14th 

Century Plauen. 

<von Norden> - Brechenmacher p 327 cites <dictus Norden> in 1256, and another instance of 

<Norden> in 1297. 
 

 
OSCAR counts 6 Names, 6 Devices, 1 Device Change and 3 Badges. There are a total of 16 items 

submitted on this letter. 
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